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Exxpose Magazine is an entertainment and lifestyle publication with emphasis focused on the profound
exploration of Music, Moguls, Models & Media. We have collectively established this publication as a dominant
voice and a networking outlet for industry advocates to land extraordinary relationships and countless
opportunities.
Over the years, through many productions, endeavors and contributing tons of public relations advice, Exxpose
Magazine and it’s affiliates have been the vehicle to success for many thriving artists and entertainers.
Embarking on it’s 5th year anniversary, Exxpose Magazine’s founder and editor-in-chief celebrates growth and
success with innovations of a new platform to encompass Entertainment & Lifestyle. In an exclusive, heartfelt
interview with 30 year media professional, Darnetta Mahaffey, CoCo Wade tells surreal truths behind the
publication as well as her career and plight to stardom. With a winning team, growing network and a slew of
long-time supporters; the media tycoon—CoCo Wade acknowledges industry leaders and honorary cover
stories, feature stories as well as a host of groundbreaking talents...all of which she attributes much of her
success. Humbled at the opportunity to work with each and every one of her rewarding talents, the magazine
mogul reached a new found success evolving from her business and success coaching. Seminars and speaking
engagements will enable CoCo to aid an even great outreach audience when sharing industry knowledge while
encouraging continued growth for all that she comes in contact with.
Exxpose Magazine pays tribute to phenomenal legendary and thriving music artists, actors, models and moguls
— pioneering to ensure that the entertainment industry explodes and far exceeds the nation’s expectations.
Exxpose Magazine subscribers and readers can expect cutting edge, surreal and true testimonials, real life
stories as we highlight feature moguls and universal events abroad. In this publication you will find inspirational
experiences, a wealth of knowledge, professional industry advice and industry updates.
In closing, we’d like to thank everyone for the continued support of
Exxpose Magazine. See you in the spot light!
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Let’s Talk

FILMING HOLLYWOOD

LIGHTS...CAMERA...ACTION

FIT IN….TO STAND OUT...

Filming Hollywood is one of
the single most sought after
acting opportunities there is.
While Hollywood, California
has arguably the longest running tenure of employing film
industry hopefuls—it remains
to be one of the most difficult
cities to land a gig. As a result,
many are fleeing to Hollywood
South in Louisiana in pursuit
of securing work. Surprisingly,
several have resorted to background roles more often than
not.

Although herds of extras on set can
be hasty, it still produces jobs and
provides opportunities. Just be
smart about which opportunities you
choose and when to get involved.

Seemingly, background roles
are very popular amongst
starving actors and entry level
talents. There is a tension between the two. Those actors
who possess and can afford to
hire agents are still at an advantage, but not that much. It
has been noted that polished
and long-time actors are establishing secondary careers
as well as settling for whatever is available. This has become the norm, therefore increasing demands for background work.
The bigger problem evolves
from the fact that film crews
and casting companies maintain leverage over talents.
Film and production companies are bringing in hundreds
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
of BG extras for films; often
times causing what is referred
to as a “cattle call.”

Let‟s say you are looking for background work just for the sake of getting on camera. I‟d suggest you take
the role, get onset and network in
order to get your feet wet. Perhaps
you should position yourself in being
one of the most outstanding background extras out there. Plan to follow the director‟s advise precisely.
Pay close attention to the PA‟s.
Moreover, once your start getting
paid, you should invest in your new
acting career. Hire a true professional photographer. Your headshot
should be stellar, your wardrobe
should be outlandish and most of all
your resume should be extensive.
Pay someone to help you create an
amazing bio and resume. You will
need this if you plan to move up in
the film industry.
Don‟t wait until you get onset to start
building your film industry network.
Instead, seek out other actors, film
industry leaders and organization
that could lead to your next gig.
Take every opportunity to network
and mingle while on set. Don‟t be
afraid to connect with leading film
industry executives and even your
BG peers. You never know where
your next opportunity will come from.
CoCo Wade, Industry Exxposed PR
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Exclusive Interview w/CoCo Wade
By: Darnetta MaHaffey

5 Years

In an exclusive interview, 30 year media professional and owner of Millennial Business Solutions—Darnetta McHaffey
sits down with Exxpose Magazine in an effort to recap the publication‟s 5 year sprint as it continues to grow and
reach heightened success. Celebrating it‟s 5th year anniversary; Exxpose Magazine has embarked upon a new platform to incorporate Entertainment & Lifestyle it‟s focal point.
DARNETTA: I‟m so excited to be interviewing CoCo Wade, CEO/editor in chief of Exxpose Magazine and of Industry
Exxposed Public Relations and author of book Your Publicist Knows “where the money is.” Lets find out a little more
about what's going on with Exxpose Magazine, which is why I‟m so excited for the publication which happens to be
celebrating it‟s 60th issue and it‟s 5th years anniversary.
COCO: I am truly honored to be gracing the 60th cover issue and most of all—reclaiming the anniversary cover!
DARNETTA: You and I go back in the industry, I can remember when the magazine first started; now it‟s gone from
one issue to sixty issue. I mean from development to graphics, so much has changed.
I have a few questions because you‟ve been in this for quite a while now. Tell us more about your development.
COCO: Our very first issue released on June 3, 2011. It was such a heartfelt vibe in the atmosphere. I will never forget it. Our first cover story was the renowned DJ Jubilee of Take „Fo Records which is the same label that Hollywood
actor Anthony Mackey evolved from. DJ Jubilee has conquered over 1,000 live performances and has collectively
exceeded over 2 millions social media views. Known for hits like “get it ready.” We used DJ Jubilee whom was sort of
already within our network contributing support to the development of our outreach in working with new talents. Jubilee attributed time as a volunteer judge to our, then city-wide production titled „Project Records‟ New Orleans Idol
talent search which ultimately took off at the speed of light. The production became notable and graced the cover of
other magazines, radio, television and media outlets as it emerged into it‟s own spotlight. We reached back and invited Jubilee to be the face of our first ever cover. With open arms he accepted and we were off to conduct our first cover photo shoot. From there we reached out to Kermit Ruffins as we worked diligently with his daughter Neisha Ruffins
in the talent search. We featured Neisha as our opposite cover story pairing her with Jubilee is the first issue. The
release party event back in 2011, evoked an atmosphere of just that...a venue filled with a host of profound and legendary talent, therefore bringing amazing style to the magazine. This is was the city of New Orleans was missing, an
outlet with tactful leadership and power which ultimately aided us in what we believe being the vehicle to success for
many—even still today. It is because of industry leaders and community advocates like these that were are successful today with the Exxpose Magazine publication.
DARNETTA: You know CoCo, what I love about you; in speaking of where you started. At this point celebrating 60
issues, you‟ve gone from one extreme to the other.
COCO: Thank you Ms. Darnetta, if I may add; when I first developed the Exxpose Magazine, my intention was to host
an event for every single magazine release. Because in my mind, I felt as though each and every story was a big
deal—and to this day I still do. That‟s how much we as a publication are very much into each and every story. We like
to take the talents we work with and add great benefit to their careers by celebrating them and promoting their story
as if it were our own. This level of support and engaging allows us to extend ourselves to the talents in more ways
than one. Being a dominant voice also means being capable of making a difference. We stand behind the motto
“Each 1, Reach 1, Teach 1...Together Everyone Achieves More.”
DARNETTA: What inspired you to bring forth your vision? What is the ultimate vision?
COCO: Well, I‟ll tell you...what inspired me first and foremost—is the fact that I‟m an R&B and Soul singer. I‟ve been
singing and literally making appearances since I was eight years old; including both gospel and musical productions.
I‟ve always had a passion for learning the entertainment industry. It has always been rewarding, not so much the
spotlight—but just being able to evoke therapeutic and healing music to people through live performances. I realize
that this is critical to one‟s well being and mental state of mind. When people feel good about themselves; it allows
you to be just that much more motivated in life and in career endeavors...from the inside out.
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As it relates to Exxpose Magazine and umbrella, we‟ve hosted over 150 live productions including red carpet affairs,
magazine release parties, fashion runway shows and music concert series. Being a radio personality and television
host; the advice that I contribute is based on the demand of inquiries that comes from supporters within our network.
We felt a need to be a dominant voice and a vehicle for success in aiding and assisting many talents as well as entrepreneurs. But still, even with working in radio, television and producing countless events—I often felt like it wasn‟t
enough. We needed another outlet and resource to bring knowledge to the forefront for the benefit of industry hopefuls . So that alone inspired me to develop the publication.
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

“If you can Think Better, You can Do Better”
CoCo Wade speaks out about the Exxpose Magazine brand
DARNETTA: Talk about being a vehicle
to success...People, make sure you call a
friend, tell someone you know. This is a
special lady bringing positive influence
into your life. CoCo, give us an idea of
some of your other leading cover stories.
COCO: Of course, aside from those afore
mentioned. Some of our most memorable
cover stories...as founder I am ecstatic
about the opportunity to grace the cover
of our 60th issue. But there have been so
more elite features not to mention everything in between. We‟ve had the likes of
Grammy Award winners such as the legendary O‟Jays Eric Nolan Grant, Grammy
Award Winner and R&B/Gospel singer
Howard Hewett, the Stylistics lead singer
Harold Eban Brown, R&B Superstar
Meli‟sa Morgan, Cash Money Records
hot new Hip-Hop artist Neno Calvin, Hollywood actor known for his role in the film
“coming to America, Clyde R. Jones, the
new era cutting edge Hip-Hop mogul Dee
-1, international recording artists Gina
Brown, Take Fo‟ Records co-founder
Henry Holden and of course Project Records Entertainment‟s new CEO; young
entrepreneur of the year Derrick McAllister who recently developed and launched
the Ba‟Raka Worldwide fashion and music experience in conjunction with his
DMJ Agency modeling division. In a national partnership, Exxpose Magazine
embraced the Ba‟Raka Worldwide in an
effort to travel many of our magazine features and talents around the world in a
tour series that they otherwise may have
never experienced.
DARNETTA: I want to get a feel of What
is the Exxpose Magazine experience
like? COCO: We nurture every feature
story and talent as though it is a campaign we‟re developing. This approach
extends more or an opportunity for them
to gain added exposure and heightened
success.
DARNETTA: As you reminisce, you
touch base about one of our dear friends,
Gina Brown…COCO: You know, what I
can say about Gina is that she has such
a humble and delightful spirit. I absolutely
love her!!!
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DARNETTA: I met you the first time with
the stage play production of Clyde. I was
blown away after seeing you on stage.
Such powerful voice and stage presence.

COCO: You could not image how honored I was
to see you during the post-show meet & greet.
To learn that you were in the audience and I‟d
made an impression on you—that was the highlight of my entire weekend.

DARNETTA: I watched most of the
promotion and premiers was so excited; I see you doing all of these
things. Listening to you speak of
your role with your daughter. That
let‟s people know that you never get
too old in this industry; and let me
tell you readers, it‟s only going to get
better.

DARNETTA: I understand your anniversary issue edition defines what will be developing with
new endeavors for the publication, give us some
insight as to what the new platform encompasses. COCO: This year we are introducing a
new platform where we incorporate Entertainment and Lifestyle where some really, really
great stuff will be happening. We‟ll be talking
about life and living, fitness, health and beauty,
as well as business entrepreneurship—and
that‟s all in conjunction with our existing platform
of music, moguls, models and media. Entertainers lifestyle, how to stay afloat, how to sustain
age progression at 30, 40, 50 and 60. The fitness levels, the energy, family, vacations, etc.
Vacationing and travel is intricate, you inspired
me to incorporate that within my lifestyle and
infrastructure. It is going to be essential for entrepreneurs to set aside personal time—this is
absolutely necessary when moving at 60 miles
an hour in the business element. We must take
a moment to press the reset button and enjoy
time with family whether it‟s vacationing or relaxing time off. Whatever permits.
DARNETTA: Yes, I strongly say to people that—
”all work and no play gets dull.” I‟ve learned from
the oriental, “he or she that works and run away,
lives to work another day.” Therefore, do something you enjoy doing and be sure to also get
away from it for a moment to enjoy life.
DARNETTA: Tell us about your first ever collector‟s edition coming soon; being that this is your
first collector‟s edition, what can we expect?
COCO: The production aired on the History
Channel, A&E and Lifetime. For me it was rewarding because I found it epic that a Mother
and daughter casted in the same scene for such
a prominent and historical moment in film. My
daughter and I shared the dressing area as well
as hair and make-up—that moment in time plus
a mutual love for history and entertainment, was
truly endearing for both of us. Working along
side two film industry greats, director Mario Van
Peebles and narrator Laurence Fishburne while
re-imagining history were the highlights of our
acting careers thus far. Being a intricate part of
the official Roots Mini-Series music video sound
track “Bear and a Banjo NEW BEGINNINGS.”
This was yet another defining moment for us.

DARNETTA: Now that Exxpose
Magazine has reached a national
level. What states are you currently
functioning in and where is the publication expanding to in addition to
your existing platform? COCO:
While we did in fact develop the
publication in New Orleans, Louisiana—I always knew that it would be
more of a national brand. However,
within the first three issues—we immediately began expanding to other
areas. Thus far, we are circulating
worldwide via digital media and our
website www.ExxposeMagazine.net
Additionally we are heavily present
in states such as, but not limited to
Los Angeles, New York, New Jersey, Georgia, Texas, Las Vegas,
Florida, Tennessee and again,
countless others. DARNETTA: you
are doing a great thing, I just have to
say that I applaud you.
DARNETTA: What are your most
memorable moments; anything you
would do differently? COCO: Some
of my most memorable moments
have been when I walked out on
faith and followed the journey for the
divine path that has been laid for me
in making decisions for the publication and brand as a whole. There
are lots of things that are strategically planned and then there are things
that we simply go out on a whim and
do for the sake of what I consider as
being led to do. In that regard, those
have been my most rewarding and
memorable moments. Those times
that I‟ve strategically placed something has worked out really well;
however...it‟s those times when I
walk out on faith that the best rewards are reaped.

Get exclusives of the full interview
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
featuring Darnetta MaHaffey and
CoCo Wade via the Exxpose Magazine YouTube channel.

